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I’m with you! I’m mature! I’m multilingual!
I’m researcher! I’m fit!
I’m traveller! I’m politically aware!
I’m #міжнародний!!!
Join the multicultural community of international specialists!
@mizhnar_zunu #міжнародний #ЗУНУ #WUNU #ННІМВ

Over
30 years of
experience
career opportunities.
• Vast
High-quality education. The knowledge you
•gain
will make you a valuable professional.
with employers from Ukraine
•andCollaboration
other countries.
• Educational programs of the institute match
modern requirements of the labour market.
• Practical skills acquired during the time of
study.
• International academic mobilities, including
Erasmus+ and Horizon 2020.
• Opportunities for language study (courses
taught in English, French and German languages).
programs.
• Scholarship
Language
clubs.
• Lectures by representatives of diplomatic
•
institutions, famous economists, deputies,
business coaches, bloggers,
renowned professionals.

and

other

If you strive to combine your hard skills with soft
skills, then #міжнародний is the place for your
dreams to come true.

All that I have done in my life, I’ve
started with a dream…

Bohdan D. Havrylyshyn
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#Міжнародний IS THOUSANDS
OF SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES!
Yuriy Lubkovych occupies the position of the head of the secretariat to the Speaker of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine: “I selected the then Ukrainian-Dutch faculty of economics and
management due to quality of education and opportunities. Besides the education we
had opportunities to participate in academic student exchange programmes and gather
experience of studying abroad that further had positive effects on my career and professional
development. Recalling my years of studies at TNEU I refresh the moments of being the
member of a students’ self-government, and also numerous creative and multicultural events.
Always remember my with gratitude to my teachers and lecturers, especially M. I. Shynkaryk
and the dean L.V.Havryliuk-Yensen.

Vitalii Zapuhliak, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Honorary Consul of the Republic of Croatia
in Ukraine: “What have I taken out of my experience at #Міжнародний? As it is often the case in
economics, the answer is both simple and complex. You just need to be the best of the best by
going by the ‘Work-Strive-Respect-Nurture-Share Rule’: Work on deepening your knowledge.
Strive to be a better version of yourself. Respect the experience of people around you. Nurture
the belief that there is nothing impossible. Share your knowledge generously with younger
generation. This is really simple and complex at the same time. #Міжнародний is a hard road to
travel, but definitely a worthy one!”.

Tetiana Chubak, Director of Development at “Podoliany” Shopping and Entertainment Centre,
Honorary Consul of Hungary in the city of Ternopil and Ternopil region: “#міжнародний is a part
of my life. Studying at the Institute gave me an incentive for development and professional selfrealization. The companies where I used to work before engaged in foreign economic activity
and participated in international exhibitions, which helps me today to develop close diplomatic
relationships. People often ask me whether I studied abroad. And I’m always happy to answer
that I studied at #міжнародний of TNEU, where I learned to speak a foreign language, grasped
the laws of economics and acquired management skills”.

Richard Samwel Laizer.
Institution: The Open University of Tanzania
Position: Lecturer
«Speciality: International economics made me who I am in my country and outside of my
country. The International Institute of Ternopil National Economic University has the best
lecturers, including my professor Nataliya Komar».

We are proud of our graduates and their professional development.
The Alumni community of #міжнародний is the association of BHERIIR graduates which aims to develop communications
among the graduates, active students and the Institute.
Every graduate of our institute can become an honorary member of the BHERIIR Alumni community.
Are you one of them?
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Join #міжнародний!

Work in the international
economic environment
Do you have a lot of questions that need to be
answered?
Do you want to know how the economic
mechanism works in different countries? Have
you asked yourself a question: What makes the
European Union successful and which challenges
is it currently facing? You can become familiar
with the anatomy of the global economic space
and learn how a country can choose an effective

strategy in the global environment. The educational
programme in International Economics is tailored
to help you answer these and similar questions.
The obtained knowledge and skills will make you
able to see the overall economic pattern – the
global economy in all its beauty! You can study in
4 languages: Ukrainian, English, French, German
(and pass a semester study at Dresden Technical
University).

Open the whole world with us
Modern Educational Program
“Business Communication and
Translation” will help you discover
the passion and aptitude not only
for learning foreign languages,
but also for being able to apply
this knowledge in your business
environment.
By choosing this program, you
will get internship opportunities
at the best universities of
Germany, Poland, Austria and
Turkey, take internships at
domestic and foreign companies,
improve your business foreign
language, acquire translation and
communication practices, master
synchronous translation.
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Study international economic
relations, become a successful
businessman and manager
Practical long-term economic relations
between different countries are the key to success.
Deep immersion in the educational program
«International Economic Relations» will allow you
to master the basics of international business.
And the International Management educational
program is the key to a successful career in
an international company! Students in these
programs, where most subjects are taught in
English, have the opportunity to study under the
Erasmus + academic exchange program at the
University of Applied Sciences Inholland (Alkmaar,
Kingdom of the Netherlands).

Study the
countries of
the East
If you dream of becoming a specialist in
international relations, are interested in the history,
economy and foreign policy of the East, want to learn
about the cultural traditions and philosophy of these
countries, learn Oriental languages, then your choice
is the educational program «Oriental Studies».

International Relations, Public
Communications and Regional Studies
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If
you
admit
that
international relations, foreign
policy and regional integration
tend to catch your interest
or you are ready to move
heaven and earth to master
the basics of diplomacy, then
the educational program
of International Relations,
Public Communications and
Regional Studies suits you
best in your aspiration to gain
new knowledge, achieve your
ambitious goals and develop
professional relationship with
the officials of diplomatic
services.

Learn Tourism and go
travelling!

Tourism is a dynamically
evolving industry, which offers
well paid jobs. In addition, it’s an
opportunity to visit many countries
filling you with new impressions
and emotions. You will be able to
have a traineeship not only in the
travel agencies of Ukraine, but
also in other countries via student
mobility programs with our partner
universities.

Do not spend your money on
clothes, spend them on travelling.
Does it matter how old your
sneakers are when you are walking
down the streets of Paris?
Kuzma Skryabin

Hotel and Restaurant Management
Hotel and Restaurant
Management is a speciality,
which has been intensively
developing over the recent
years. Whether you want to
start your own business or
take a managing position
in a hotel or a restaurant
network, here with us,
you will be able to acquire
high-quality education and
practical proficiency thanks
to our cooperation with best
restaurants and hotels.

Master Political Science
and Philosophy

Political system covers all spheres
of human activity within a society.
Politics often appears at the epicentre
of debate where more questions
arise than there are answers given.
Do you have any such questions?
The curriculum of our educational
program in Political Science was
designed to help you figure out the
twisted puzzles of modern political
situations, such as pre-election
confrontations, boycotts or full-scale
revolutions. Also, you will be taught
to predict where and how they can
appear in the future. By observing
political processes you will learn how
to see what others cannot see.
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#міжнародний
We are researchers
The Institute hosts modern,
spacious lecture rooms and
computer laboratories with
an unlimited search capacity
for future scientists. Among
the students of #міжнародний are winners of scientific
Olympiads, competitions and
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essay contests. Students of #міжнародний are taking active apart
in scientific seminars, round table
discussions, Ukrainian and foreign
conferences. Research workshops
held by Academic Departments of
the Institute are working on major
problems of the present times.

#міжнародний
We are winners!
Our students have an
opportunity to do their
favourite sports:
Football
Basketball
Handball
Track and Field Athletics
Boxing
Judo, Unarmed Selfdefense

•
•
•
•
•
•

Badminton
• Tennis,
Gymnastics
• Artistic
Checkers
• Chess,
• Jiu-Jitsu
They are multiple-time

winners of various sports
competitions. #Міжнародний takes an active part in alluniversity, all-Ukrainian and
international sports events.
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#Міжнародний – We are multicultural,
socially active and ecologically conscious!
BHERIIER is an integrated
community, which unites
students from more than 20
countries of the world. We
communicate, share cultural
and traditional experience,
sing and dance, participate
in the cultural events of
our city. We cooperate with
charity organizations, and our
student volunteers deliver
lectures for the Fund «Unity of
Generations».
The Institute for International
Economic Relations takes part
in the Municipal Project for
Ecological Society and “MESH
COURSE”.

We are open-minded!
The Institute has a Center for
Oriental Studies and African Studies,
which aims to:
— promoting the adaptation
and
integration
of
foreign
students into university life;
— involvement of government
and business structures, diplomatic
missions in the activities of the center;
— conducting scientific events,
Internet conferences and trainings;
— creation of integration student
clubs and formation of a multicultural
community.
We focus on researching the
problems of the Middle East, Africa
and Asia.
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Administration of #міжнародний

IRYNA IVASHCHUK

MAKSYM ZHYVKO

Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor Candidate of Economic Sciences
Director of BHERIIR
Deputy Director of BHERIIR
+380 (098) 580-28-80
i.ivashchuk@wunu.edu.ua
Address: str. Lvivska, 11, Ternopil,
46020 Ukraine, room 1206
iryna.iv.7
irynaivashchuk

+380 (352) 475-075 / 11-103
m.zhyvko@wunu.edu.ua
Address: str. Lvivska, 11, Ternopil,
46020 Ukraine, room 1207
Maksym Zhyvko
tattys_paradise

Address: str. Lvivska, 11, Ternopil, 46020 Ukraine, room 1206
+380 (352) 475-075 / 11-753
nnimev2019@gmail.com
nnimv.wunu.edu.ua
wunu.edu.ua/nnimev
mizhnarodnyi
mizhnar_zunu
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BOHDAN HAVRYLYSHYN EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

